Press Release
GEEV raises 3 million euros to become the first online object
donation service
GEEV, the first app for donating items between individuals, with a million downloads,
has completed a €3 million round of funding to further its development
Paris, 12 July 2018 - GEEV, a platform for donating items between individuals which was
launched in April 2017, has announced a €3 million round of funding, led by daphni, Omnes
and BNP Paribas Développement. Several business angels, including Emmanuel Guyot, cofounder of Digitick, also participated in this first round of funding. Séverine Grégoire, founder
of MesDocteurs and Monshowroom, joined the company’s board.
More than 600,000 items have already been given a second life
Thanks to a simple and fun service, "Geevers" can easily give and receive items for free in the
proximity of their own homes. GEEV has had more than a million downloads and 600,000
items have been sold since the app. Available in Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Lille, Bordeaux,
Nantes and Toulouse, GEEV has become an obvious alternative to selling, unnecessary
storage and the proliferation of waste in the public space.
The idea was born out of the observations between two friends, tired of seeing so many objects
daily abandoned on the capital’s pavements. In 2016 Hakim Baka and Florian Blanc set up,
via a Facebook community group, a simple solution allowing its members to give their unused
items to other interested people. The success was immediate and the community then rapidly
spread to the four corners of France via the dedicated app GEEV.
"We are citizen entrepreneurs, certain of the possibility of improving our method of
consumption, provided we have the right tools at our disposal. The French seem inclined
towards reducing waste and thus offering a second life to their objects. GEEV is already proof
that donation is a strong vector allowing people to participate while creating social link between
users of the platform,” explains Hakim Baka, CEO and co-founder of GEEV.
Further development of the platform
Thanks to this fundraising, the founders of GEEV want to improve the functionality of the
platform and strengthen its presence nationwide, before doing tests in major international
cities. GEEV teams have also been strengthened to support growth and comprise 20 people.
Finally, avenues are being studied to enable large groups to benefit from the platform's
popularity.
"The founders quickly attracted us with their ability to train a whole community around the
reflex of donating objects, using digitalisation as a vector to accelerate this citizen
commitment. We are proud to be backing them in their development,” adds Pierre-Yves
Meerschman, co-founder of daphni.

About GEEV
Launched in April 2017, GEEV is an online service specialised in giving and receiving items
between individuals, available in a mobile version on Android and iOS, and soon via a
dedicated website. Thanks to a simple and fun service, "Geevers" can easily give and receive
items for free near in the proximity of their own homes! GEEV now counts more than one
million downloads and already more than 600,000 donated items.
About daphni
daphni is a venture firm that invests in European digital start-ups with international ambition.
It organizes its investments and drives its community of entrepreneurs, business leaders,
researchers and creative people through a proprietary digital platform. Launched in June
2016, its first fund of €170 million has already made about 20 investments.
About Omnes
Omnes is a leading Paris-based European investor in private equity and infrastructure. With
€3.6 billion of assets under management, Omnes provides SMEs with the capital needed to
finance growth. The firm has dedicated investment teams across three key areas: Venture
Capital, Buyout & Growth Capital and Infrastructure. With more than 30 trade sales and
nearly 15 IPOs in 19 years (including Novaled, Biovex, arGEN-X and Direct Energie),
Omnes’s venture team is a leading French player in financing innovative SMEs with dual
expertise in the deep-tech and healthcare sectors. Its current portfolio includes BlaBlaCar,
Bankin', Scality, Pixium and Sigfox. Omnes is owned by its employees. Omnes is committed
to ESG issues and has set up the Omnes Foundation in aid of children’s charities. It is also a
signatory to the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI).
www.omnescapital.com
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